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Making the World a Better Place
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The environmental aspect of ESG quite obviously refers
to the degree in which a company does its part to ensure

the sustainability of the planet. Social criteria pertains to
respecting
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Environmental focus pushes companies to

over time by requiring less input to achieve the desired

more engaged and satisfied in their work, thus reducing
turnover and increasing efficiency.

We are aware of the risks posed by firms that do not
adhere to ESG best practices.

Recognizing that these

initial non-financial risks can quickly transform into real

losses for our clients, we include them in our risk
management process. We will not invest in businesses

where significant ESG risks impede our ability to realize
attractive risk-adjusted returns.

At the very least, a

company's disregard for ESG guidelines is cause for
further research, but does not necessarily terminate our

structure of a company, and includes areas such as

interest in the investment opportunity. Upon further

policies that ensure effective and ethical business

of confidence in the management team would likely halt

executive compensation, shareholder rights and the
practices.

The number of ESG investment funds is

growing at a rapid pace.

According to a recent

Bloomberg article, twice as many ESG funds were created
in 2016 compared to 2013 and the trend is expected to

continue this year.

review, the discovery of additional factors inciting a lack
our potential investment.

Possibly the greatest benefit of ESG focused investing is

the ability to affect change. It is up to investment firms

to decide whether or not to invest in companies with
poor ESG practices. Firms that withhold investment due

People are often concerned that investing in ESG friendly

to

funds have a fairly short history, but some of the longest

awareness brings matters to the forefront and influences

companies will hinder returns.

Most ESG investment

running funds have performance that mirrors that of
traditional funds. In 2015 Morgan Stanley published a

comprehensive study illustrating that ESG funds achieved

comparable

returns

to

traditional

funds

experiencing slightly less volatility on average.

while

The Globe and Mail recently posted its annual ranking of

242 companies on the TSX Composite based on
corporate governance factors.

QV equity holdings are

ESG considerations can be vocal

about

companies they will not invest in and why.

which

Public

change. If enough firms withhold investment, the
company may be impacted financially, which may force it

to improve its practices in order to remain competitive.

As investors, we are also able to positively influence our

businesses by expressing our concerns to management
during conference calls and meetings with executives.

We do not believe that making money and making the
world a better place are mutually exclusive endeavours.
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